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Becky Gibson’s body of work is primarily made up of oil paintings depicting construction 
sites, urban viewpoints and Australian landscapes. In this most recent exhibition she has 
contracted her focus to the perimeter of the home - the dwelling and garden that forms it - 
and expanded her methodology to explore the potential of structural elements within the 
frame. 
 
Utilising the overlap of commercial and artistic construction as the beginning point for 
material choice and process, Gibson’s main palette is an assemblage of plaster, timber, 
silicone and terracotta. All raw materials that could be found on any construction site of the 
residential home. The work “Framed Palm” reads as an assembly of discarded Gyprock, 
tossed aside by the site’s tradies and resurrected by Gibson in to the frame. Indeed, the 
frames that bound each work are made from salvaged wood, found by the artist in skips 
around the urban centre.  
 
In finding the process and vocabulary shared by artistic and commercial construction, 
Gibson muses on the politics of the built environment in an era of cheap, fast and 
mass-produced home-making. Such themes are particularly timely in the wake of the 
headlines covering the evacuation of the residential Opal Tower in Sydney’s Olympic Park. 
More than 300 people have been removed from their brand new homes due to concerns 
over potential collapse of the buildings foundations.  
 
As much as Gibson is intrigued by the building of place, she also engages its converse 
context; the perpetual erasure of space within the urban environment. Having spent many 
years occupying dwellings under the housing crisis of Sydney, Gibson responds to the 
culture of tearing down the old and substituting with the new; more often greyscale housing 
and commercial developments. In perceiving innocuous monoculture homes that consider 
only the facade, Gibson comments on the nature of contemporary construction by seeking to 
make the flaws within her materials integral to the work itself.  
 
Gibson explores the potential in bringing together disparate materials and shapes to create 
something new. It is the binding together, the restoration of wholeness that she suggests as 
antidote to this culture of substitution. This is best seen in “Rose bush”, where Gibson has 
rolled out a slab of terracotta, carved her rose, fired and glazed it to be put back in to a 
mould, filled out the empty space with already existing plaster blocks, and bound all together 
with freshly poured plaster. She then wipes back the surface, the facade, to reveal a variety 
of pigment and densities already bound within the aggregate substrate. The piece is an 
archeological relic, wherein the image is to be found inside, and not merely floating on the 
surface. 
 
All the works in the exhibition are temporal pieces in that they have been constructed, 
broken, reconstructed, layered and finished. The works are a knitting together of materials 
and contents where the substrate itself dictates the requirements of construction. Unlike the 
grey housing developments, each piece here is entirely unique and unable to be constructed 



under generic guidelines of fabrication. Here the inevitable fact of material failure, and its 
need for repair, is itself the means of production. 
 
The motif of domestic space and house plant inevitably signal the feminine. Consciously or 
otherwise, Gibson has revealed a feminine approach to the conception of space and image; 
a place where consideration and healing are the most important aspects to place making 
and material exploration. Perhaps it is this that is the antidote to an innocuous culture after 
all. 
 
Becky Gibson completed her Bachelor of Arts at the National Art School, Sydney and is 
currently completing her Masters in Visual Arts at the ANU School of Art. 
 


